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1. Introduction 
It may be said that until the late fifties research in Qusueing 7 heorp, 
was mainly directed to the derivation of analytic expressions for the dis- 
tributions of quantities like waiting time, queue length, busy period and 
so on, for a great variety of queueing models. Very often the tnvestigator 
had to be satisfied with the Laplace-Stieltjes transforpls or gerrerz.ting 
functions of the distributions he intended to find. Quite often :indeed 
the researcher could be proud of such results, since they COLM. bz only 
obtained at the cost of hard labour and much ingenuity. 3t \x/as certainly 
not unjustified that Kendall [ 221 in his 1943 review of queueing theory 
mentioned the Laplacian curtain in queueing thccr:tic results, althou~11 
ever, d t that tirqe the curltain had many (La)places with holes to peep 
through. 
* Paper presentl,:d at the 2_ld conference on Stochastic Processes and Appiic.1iions. Au~usf 1ol7.?, 
Letiven, Belgum. 
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The apnearance of Kingman’s paper [ 231 in 196 1 mav be considered 
as a turning point; front that time on, asymptotic met 
w 
important role in research of queueing theory and prove 
nunber of applicable results. 
Queueing theory ffers a large: field for the application o 
methods. We mention here: 
0 i 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
0 V 
totics wiph respect to .the time parameter for t + 00, and 
the speed of ccm ergence (the relaxation time); 
asymptotics relat ?d to the nearly saturated system, i.e., for the 
single server mod4, traffiz intensity approaching 1, heavy traffic 
theory; 
models with restr&ted ;).icessibility if the restriction becomes 
weak, e.g., models &an finite number of waiting places K if K 
becl2mes large; 
the approximation of the actual process by a diffusion process; 
asymptotics with respect to the tail of queueang time distribu- 
tions; 
and Iast but not least: 
(vi) the large field of the limit theorems, e.g., central limit theorems 
and extreme value theorems. 
In the present lecture we shall try to review the field of asymptotic 
relations in queueing theory without aiming at a complete account, e.g , 
asymptotic results for passage time istributions (cf. e.g. [ 201) are hard- 
ly discussed. The main ideas and type of results obtained up to now in 
the existing literature will be considered, restricting the discussion i’or 
the sake of simplicity and space to the single server model GI/G/l. Pos- 
sibly the section on extreme value theorems, being part of the author’s 
present research interest, got somewhat oo muck1 attention when com- 
pared to other sections, particularly the section on weak convergence. 
The list of references, far from being complete, has compiled in such 
a way that the interested reader has good access to the existing literature. 
A grebt dMI of the papers mentioned contains a comprehensive list of 
references to particular topics. 
er, the notation as described in [ 53 will be used. a,, y2 = 1, 
n - I)f” arId nth ap 
ositive i.i.d. varia 
109 9 3. The behaviour of the system fcv t + m, the relaxation time 
with 
A(o) = pl < c), n = 1) 2, ..‘) 
A(O+) = 0, ai = 
09 
a(s) = r e-“fdA(f), Wes 2 0. 
ii 
The service time of the ylth arriving customer is indicated by z5,, the se- 
quence t,, n = 1, 2, ..*, is a sequence of positive i.i.d. variables with 
B(T) = (fn < r), rl = 1, 2, . ..) 
B(O+) = 0, P = CTn I, Pz = W,2,), 
. 
P(s) = J ewst d?(f), Res 2 0. 
0 
The families (a,, y2 = !I, 2, . ..) and {z,, y1 = 1, 2, . ..) are assumed to be 
stochastically indepen.dent families. 
The number of customers present in the system at time t is denoted 
by Xt, vt is the virtual waiting time at time t, w,, is the actua.1 waiting 
time of the nth arriving customer, the traffic intensity is given by a = p/a. 
Further 
pn = t, 
o2 =varp, +I2 --@ +ck2 --a*, b = 02/(2a). 
Finally, 4?(e) is the normal distribution with mean zero and variance 1. 
3. haviour of the system for t + 00, the relaxation time 
A fundamental problem in queueing theory is the behaviour of 
involved stochastic process for t + m. Of basic importance is here 
Lindley’s theorem [ 263 concerning the limit of the distribution of W, 
for iz + = (cf. a so Loynes [ 271). Starting from this theorem, the be- 
aviour of the distributions of Xt and of vt for t + 00 can be fou 
the case that a < 1, these limiting distributions exist. 
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An important question is here the speed of convergence to the limit- 
ing distribution. /Is an example, we r,lention (cf. [5]); fort -+ w, 
a--C(Po) 
eXl?ttpo) 
t3J2 4( 27r) 
(1 + W/O~, a< I, 
. 
--- d(2k) { 1 -I- 0(1/t)), a= 1, 
1 -C(P, 11 + W/N, a> 1, 
where p. is that value of p for which 1 --p(s) &I--sj has a real zero of 
multiplicity two. Conditions for the validity of (3.1) are: 
(i) Pr(r, -an+l * 6} > 0; 
(ii) Q(S) and J(s) are analytic in a region containing the imaginary 
axis; 
(iii) A(=) and B(m) are not lattice distributions; 
(iv) 1 - (Y(S) has no zeros for p. < Re s < 0. 
Here p. is negative and I p. I-1 represents the relamztisn time; it is a 
measure of the speed of convergence. 
For the M/M/l model 
(3.2) VP, = --p/i l -daj2, a # :I. 
The methcrd used for the JeriTration of (3.1) is saddle point asymptotics. 
The condition (iv) is of great interest; it states that the approach io 
stationarity of the arrival process is faster than that of the queueing pro- 
cess. The latter phenomenon isextremely interesting. A quite unex- 
pected result r>f a similar type occurred in a study of Callaert [41. Here 
the author investigated the speed of convergence to the limiting distri- 
bution in a many server queue, the behaviour of which could be de- 
scribed by a birth an death process; the analysis uses th 
presentation of birth and death roccsses as initiated by 
McGregor [ 18 9. It turned out that for low traffic intensities the relaxa- 
tion time is th?t of a many server system witDout q.ueueing facilities; 
gher inte#lsities, however, the relaxation time is analogous with 
the one P’or the 
mention here the c 
$4. Heavy traffic theory lli 
An extremely interesting study of the approach to equilibrium has been 
given by Newell [ 29) (see also Section 6 of this palmer). 
4. Heavy traffic theory 
The term “heavy traffic” has been coined, by Kingman, who in a 
series of papers (cf. [ 23, 241) started the investigation of the behaviour 
of the stationary actual waiting time distribution for a f 1. The main 
and characteristic resuh in this field of asymptotics in queueing theory 
is 
(4.1) lim Pr((l--a)w<x) = 1-e-xfb, x > 0, 
6zt1 
w being a stochastic variable whose distribution is the stationary iactual) 
vvaiting time distribution. The relation (4.1) may be derived by starting 
from the kaplace-Stieltjes transform of the waiting ti.me distribution, 
i.e., by using a purely analytic technique. Other derivations use pro’s_ 
abilistic asymptotic methods. Relatively little i:, known about the speed 
of convergence of the left-hand side in (4.1) to its limit. Also interesting 
is the question regarding the behaviour of the relaxation time for a t 1. 
Important contributions to heavy traffic theo;v have been made by a 
number of Russian authors, particularly Prokhorov, and Borovk:ov [ 21, 
and more recently by Whitt [ 361 and Kyprianou. [ 251. The approach 
followed by Prokhorov, Whitt, Kyprianou and partially by Borovkov 
consists of the investigation of a seqilence of queueing systems i-Q,, 
m = 1, 2, . ..) with traffic intensity a,, and a,, t 1. They then apply the 
method of weak convergence. Kyprianou’s paper is very illustrative. His 
results for the virtual waiting time process may be revie*alsd asfohows: 
There are 5 cases to be distinguished, viz. 
(I) (a,-l)G --t --, 
G9 4-- 6, 
(3) + 0, 
-+ O”, a, $a> 1, or a, za>+l, 
fort-+=, ypz+w withca, +tiandS>O. 
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( 1) Heavy traffic: for t -+ 00 Ia, ? B j 
linlPr{v(m)(l-a t m )$x>= l--e-+ GO- = 9 
(2)-(4) fort-, 00, ant? 1, 
lim Pf {vcm)( ‘W&)-li” < t ‘I = X}” J g(z)&, x 5 0, 
0 
where 
iY(z) = a/TZm) exp[ -(1 t-‘(Z-_6’t))2] 
+ 26’exp(26’z) { 1 -@(t-“2(z + sit)))) 
with 6’ = (2!1)4~ 6, 0 G 161 C 00. These cases how a behaviour like 
Brownian motion with reflecting barrier at zero, with drift proportional 
to 16 I and sign that of 6. In particular for 6 = 0, we have: 
(3)fort+=,a,tl, 
lim ,I% jj.@)( 2bt)-112 6 x) = -2- 
x 
d d 7T exp(-+‘)dz, X 2 3. 
0 
(S)fort+=,a,kz> 1, 
lim Pr{(vj”)-(a,, -l)t)(2bt)-‘I2 I x}= Q(x), -= < x < 00. 
The results above hold under the conditions: 
(qJ1 -J/‘} + p-CA!, n2 + 00, 
(ii) var(rkm) -+Y)} --f o2 < =, M + 00, 
(iii) E{lrLm) -an (m) 12+f is bounded in m for some E > 0. 
Concerning the diffusion approach to heavy traffic theory, see Section 6 
A queueing system has restricted accessibility if the entry or non- 
entry of an arriving custoszer depends on the state of the eing sys- 
tem at the mome customer is no ed, he 
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disappears and never returns; examples are systems with a limited numb- 
er of waiting places, say m, or a system whiich accepts customers only if 
their actual waiting time is less than K (cf. [ 61). 
For m + 00, and similarly for K + 00, the classical model is again ob 
tained. It is of great practical as well as theoretical interest to obtain 
the asymptotic relations of the relevant distributions for nz or K + 00; 
the more so since systems with restricted accessibility possess tationary 
distributions for all values of thie traffic parameter, and the behaviour of 
these distributions for m + 00, or K -+ =,, if the unrestricted system is un= 
stable, is important for applications. 
Literature on asymptotic problems of this type is relatively scarer; as 
examples we mention here the study by Tomko f33] and by Coh.en [ $1 D 
A related asymptotic problem concerning a many server queue with the 
number of servers approaching 03 and the offered traffic aIso increasing 
to = has been discussed by Iglehart [ 141. 
As an illustration, we quotle a rlesult from Tomko. Consider the 
M/M/l queue with m waiting places, let z@) be a stochastic variable 
whose distribution is the stationary (actual) waiting time distribution of 
this system. Tomko proved the following: 
(i) for 4 <: 1, 
{,I(~) < x} - 'W(x)I 22 cl am for x20, 17221, 
W(e) being the stationary waiting time distribution for the unrestricted 
system M/M/ 1; 
(ii) for a = 1, ; 
{2dm) S x(m-1)) - V(x)1 I= cz/&rr fbr x2 01, rra 2 1, 
V(X) being the uniform distribution on [ 0, I]; 
(iii) for a > 1, 
for -=<x<=, m&l; ’ 
ere cr, c2, c3 are constants independent of x and RI. 
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Flom [ $1, we quote the following further :results: 
(iv) For the queueing system K, /K, /l with Q = 1, vu0 the duration 
of the busy cycle initiated by an arriving customer with initial waiting 
time8wehaveforO&& l,xLO, 
= l-q+4 5 (-l)h (rh)-l exp(-wr2h2)sin((l-q)d2); 
h=i 
(1111 for the queueing system K, /K, /I with uniformly bounded vir- 
tual waiting time (cf. 151, also finite dam, capacity K), with II = 1 9 yuo 
defined as in (iv), we have for 0 g q < 1, x 2 0, 
= 1-z 5 cos((2h ++)n( 1-q)) 
(2h+;)n 
-i- exp{--x(2,*2 -I- $)2 ri2 1. 
h= -- 00 
hfti 
So far for the examples. Sufficient material i; available in the literature 
to stare a study of asymptotic relatic ns of the types ini icated above wet 
only for the stationary state but also for the ime dependent situation. 
iffusion approximations 
Gaver [ 121 a,nd Newell. [ 28, 291 analysed the M/G/l system with 
a -4 1 by us:ing diffusion theory. The aiim of thieir analysis is the investi- 
gation of the time dependent behavioulr of nearly saturated or slightly 
oversaturated queues taking into account the efffect of time dependent 
traffic parameters. These studies may be clonsidered as highlights in the 
f%eld of applied queueing theory. The results oibtained art: extremely well 
suited for d:irect a 
To provide a flax:or of their approac!l, we start frolm Takbcs integro- 
differential equat’on for the M/G/ 1 sy!,tem with lime independent 
parameters Qhe last assumption is not at all% essential) 
(CL 1) ;; V(t, x) = 
1. 
- -!- V(t, x) + ;; Iqt, x) -t .I_ 1 
a .G a vu, x-Jf9 WY), 
y=o 
for t 2 6, x 2 0: with 
5 6. Diffusion approximations 
1 
1 for x >> v i 0, 
62) V(O+, x) =‘. 
0 for x 5; v. 
and 
V(t, x) = 0 for x @: 0, t r 0, 
(6.3 V(t, x) = lh{v, < xl 2+-J,,. = vj. 
Assume that we ma\’ write for x 2: y , . 
(6.4) 
y2 a2 
v(t,x-y)= V(t, x)-y I!j V(t,x)+2! 2 WA 
4 
-.y 
3 33 
- V( t, x) + 
-9 ,3x3 
. . . . 
Sub:;tiqiuting (6.4: ilLto r.6.1) and taking x so large t’;ll.at we may w*i’te 
X 
s d&y) - ‘1, j! yk m(Y) - I& k = I, 2, 3, . . . 9 
0 0 
we get 
Putting 
and taking t’lne unit of ti.me T and the scale unit X swch that 
I l-al T/X= l:, (f12/:!a)T/X2 =1, 
that is, 
(6.7) X = I L-d-~ 1j3~/2at), T == I( l-ak2 (p2/2d, 
ilt follows from (6.5) ?h:at 
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Rlppose that n ck ! and that B(x) = 1 for x > X (cf. l.he derivation of 
(6.5)). Neglecting in (6.8) all terms containing the factor ( 1 -a) and its 
higher powers (Le., looking for solutions of (6.8) for which third and 
higher derivatives with resDect o 4 are bounded), we obtain the diffusion . . 
equa.tl:on 
\ Jith sgn( 1 --a) == 0 for a = 1. The solution of (6.9) r:an be easily obtained 
5 ,r the conditions (6+J). For details and particularl:i for the quality of 
t ;re numer&31 approximation see [ 121. 
If a m. 1 and b-a >:. 0, then (6.9) possesses a stat .OBV’P~ solution u(& 
the iimi! for T -+ * sf the time dependent soluti0n r (-r, t). This solution 
s .3tisfies 
tvw, u(&=O for (GO, v(g)-, 1 for g-+00. 
From (6. lOS it is readlily found that 
(6.W dif) “= U+, (1-W (&!2cd~)= lim Pr((l-a)(P2/2trPYt, t} t-t 00 
which represents the Iheavy traffic solution for the M/G/ 1 system. Obvi- 
ously, the soiution (6.11) has bounded derivatives. 
It is of some interest to consider the solution of 
with 
Y= +j-,0~2~~I~(L-cL) for a< 1, a- 1, 
and with thle same boundary conditions as li 0). 
in this is given by 
Gth X2 the of > .2 h/y-- /?r. Obviously, one of is 
positive (say h2), so t at in view of the n0rming condition, C, = 0. For 
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the other zero A, , we have in first approximation A, = % + py. Applying 
the c~onditions of (6.1 Cl), we obtain 
u(t) = 1 -exp&(l--7) [I, 4 Z 0. 
l:‘he latter result, when c;Dmpared with the expression (6.11) gives a 
qualitative insight conce:rning the diffusion approximation 01; Takacs’ in,- 
t egro-differential equation. 
The heuristic approac?l sketched above reveals omething of the powesr 
of the diffusion approximation; in particular, the expressions for the time 
unit and scale unit are important, and the relation between T and the re- 
laxation time given by Q.2) should, ibe noted. 
Finally we mention hr.:re Keilson’s papers [ 191 concerning diffusion 
2nd birth-death processIes, which comain results and ideas th,at are valuSw 
able for the approximation of queueing processes by diffusion processes. 
This field is still not suff’iciently explo;“ed; in particular, more numeric:.11 
results concerning the approximation are badly needed. 
‘7. The approach by weak convergence methds 
Bn a series of intlerestjng papers, l[gle:hart and Whitt (cf [ 15, 17, 35,37] 1 
apply weak convergence concepts for the derivation of liimit itheorems in
queueing theory. Their ,spproach is very fruitful and yields a \rast number 
of new results as wsell as new derivations of known limit theorems for 
queues (cf. e.g. [ 13, 32 ); a!; examples of known theorems which they 
proved 
0 i 
we mention the following: 
Force> 1, 
t 
(ii) 
lim R~(an1~‘2)-1 [2tt L n -n(p-CX)] ,< x} = Q(x), -lz10 < x < oo ., 
il-,m 
For a = 1, 
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lim {max((n~/‘20)-k9k: 05 kli;iz}<::}= 
Analogous theorems for 
can be derived,. 
k $j& exp[-n2(2k--1)2(t3$)-'1, x 2 g_-). 
the virtual waiting time z+ and queue length z+ 
Interesting new results 8re discussed in I&hart’s paper [ f S’f , from 
which we quote the following typical results for the (zase a< i . 
(iii) For a < 1, 
Og10gt]-1J2 Es,‘x,ds-tE(x}J) =c iE.e., 
c being t.1 positive constant, and {x) the mean of the stationary queue 
length distribution. 
(iv) For a < 11, functionA central limit tkorems are derived as fol- 
lows: wkth 
V,(t) z: Jt vsclsj 
0 
it is shown that for n -3 00, 
and. for 24 -3 04, 
where ==> stands for weak convergence, {v} are the averages 
of the stationary actual and virtual waiti istributions, respectively, q, 
oh) and oz are constants, and & stands for the standard Brownian motion 
process. 
ents the following result concerning the rate of 
for some 6 $ 0, there 
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with 
A=(1 +{ a)(a+3)-l < $, p= min{a, $(l +)(a+3)-1). 
To provide an idl;:a about the application of the weak converge:nt~e 
method (cf. Billingsley [ I]), we give a sketch of the derivation of the re-• 
sult (ii) above as presented by ‘JVhitt [ 371. With s, def 0, s, g t i -- 
. . . +4, -a,+j, it is well-known thlat if w 1 = 0, * 
w n+l =s, -min{Ok: 05 k5 fl}, n 2 1. 
Consider a sequence Qtm), VI = 1, 2, . . . . of single server queues GE/G/ 1 
with actual waiting times {ZOOM), n = 1 y 2, . . . ) , m = 1, 2, . . . , and 
ECt, -t~,,~+~) = E{t irn’ +--;J = 0. 
for ??I = 1, 2, . . . . and t E [ 0, 1 ] . The processes cPj and q,,irl are stoc,:ha,st!c 
and elements of the function space D := D[ 0, I ] of all read valutl:d right con- 
tinuous functions on [ 0, 1 ] which have: limits from the I.eft. ‘I his space 
is metrizised by the Skohorod metric (cf. [ I ] ). Pnl -+ P {denotes weak 
convergence of a ysequence of prolbabi:Iity measures d:LI!ed on a cJr4eId 
in D to a. probabi!Uy measure on this Iu-field. A sequence: Xm of ellemcnts 
of D converges is; distribution to X, XM! => X E D, if the distributicbn 
Pm of Xm cornve;gles weakly to the dist;::ibution P of X. 
Whitt shows t!tlat if Grn =>> & with 4; an arbitrary element of 9 ‘thf:n 
Irn => f(T) with f: D + D, tlhe uniform continuous function defiined 
for any x E D by 
f(x)(t) =: x(t) - inf {x(r); 0 5 7 5 t), 05651. 
By applying Donsker’s theorem (see [ 1:I 11, it fol ows that 1; = 
otion III D and that f (5) =: B 6 I, the 
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process in D , so that for rz = 1 and m --f ~0, 
For t = 1, this leads to the result (ii) above. Along the same lines, it is 
shown that for a >b 1 and im + ~0, 
-(a-l)m&] =>g , 
from which the result (i) above follows by taking t = 1. 
8. Regular vairiatian and extreme value theorems 
To obtain extreme value theorems for queueing processes, the behavi- 
our of the tails of the relevant distributions should be known. A first re- 
sult in t”his direction has been obtained by Smith [ 3 11, who proved that 
the Laplace-Stieltjes transform o(s) of the stationary waiting time dis- 
tribution (a < 1) is a rational function if th:: Laplace-Stieltjes transform 
of the service time distribution is a rational function (cf. [ 5, 301); the 
converse statement is true if a(s) has no ze;ros for Re s > 0. Rosa,berg 
[SO] proved that c3(s) is rational if and oniy if 
is rational, and that the Laplace-Stieltjes transform or” the idle period i 
is rational if and only if 
is rational; here (A:) stands for the indicator, function of the event A. 
W(S) = [I --/3(s) a(-s)]-l e-* [ 1 --E{exT(si)}], 
which holds if 
i.t is readily seen by analytic continuation that if the service time distri- 
bution B(a) has an exponential tail, then so has W). rncs relation has a 
number of ,farre;.~ching conclusions arc!. leads to im 
theorems. 
Regular variaGOn Of the tail of B(Q is another type of tail behaviour 
which, as will be diisckssed below, llea.ds to interesting limit theorems. 
A positive functisn f(t),, t 2 0, is said t0 be regularly varying at in- 
finity with exponent k, --oo d< k < (= _, if for every ds >s (9, 
lim (f(xt)/f(t)) = xk. 
t+* 
In the case that k = 0, f(t) is said to be dowly varyin,g at infinity. If L(t) 
is slowly varying at infinity, then th.e function iLk Lit:) is of regular ,variae 
tion at infinity with exponent k. 
Recently, thle con:ept of regulr;;r variation got mulsh attention in prob. 
ability theory (cf. [ 10, 111). in queueing theory, we have for the ICI/G/ 1 
queue the interesting result that the tail of the stationary actual waitin;g 
time distribution IV(=) has regular variation at infinity if and only if the 
tail of the service time distribution lif3(*) varies regularly at infinity., 
14(t) = k<J3/t)k+1 L(t) ==> 1 -W(t) - a( 1 -a)-l(fl/t)k L(t), 
1 - W(t) = a( 1 --a)-1 (/3/t)“’ L(t) => 1 --B(t) - k(P/t)“:+l L(t), 
for k > 0 and L(e) slowly varying at infinity. ‘Ike if part is due to 
Borovkov 131, ,1:he only if part to the author. Both statements also hold 
if W(Q) is replaced by the stationary virtual waiting tin-z tiistribution. 
By w;z=, we shall denote the supremum of the actual waiting times 
during the i* busy period and1 by CV,, the maximum 0f wz&, i = 1,2, l ., u :, 
all busy periods starting with (an empty system. Further W; is the maxi- 
mum of W,, , m = 1, ..“, n, with 7~~ =: 0. 
We shall discuss a number Of asymptotic relations MUM limit th.eorem:; 
for the quantities just introdu:;ed. We shall restrict this to the M/G/1 
queueing system, since for this system the most complete results arle 
available in literature. 
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(i) Pr [ zt(.& C t} has sn exponenial tail, 
with E the zero of o(s) + QIS - 1, Wes < 0, which is nearest o the imagi- 
nary axis (e is uniquely determined in this wa:y) ; 
(ii) lim,,, Pr{V <(--E@-~ [~+log(~1b~)]}=exp[-e-*1, 
-=<X<=; 
(iii) Wn (fl ilogn)-l + -(efl)-1 in p;*obability; 
(iv) 1im,,, pI’{/3-’ W& < (+$1)-r [x+log(n(l--a)b2)]}=exp[-e-*1, 
-=<ss<=; 
(v) W: (fllog~~)-~ + --(~fl)-~ in probability. 
(B) Let 1 -B(t) w b(P/t)k for t + 00, b > 0, k $ 1. Then: 
(i) 1 -R(w~~~ < t} m (l-a)--’ b(@lt)k for t + =, 
l-B(t) w (fl/t>kL(t) e PdW(t:/dt-a(l-a)-l(fl/t)kL(t), for 
t + = and L(m) slowly varying at infinity; 
(ii) lim, _+oo ‘Pr(((Pn)-l (1 --4#lk Hi /3-l < x) = exp[ --x- k], x > 0; 
(iii) lim, _+ o. Pr{(bn)-llk wgfl-!! < 2*)= exp[-x-k], x > 0. 
Case 2: a = 1 pz < - . 
(‘)& t}+ft for t+-; 
I(~JP)-l Wn <X)=<?Kp[--X_‘], X > 0; 
(iii) lim, _+- Pr{(r&)-1/2 wft <: X} :- 
S 1-(4/n)~~zI(-l)k(2k+ I)-’ e,;p[-n2(2k-l)2(l~~2)-‘, 
x 2 0. 
8.1. Ccbmmen ts 
(1) The re,?+l* ,&.dns 1 A (i)-(iii), 2(i)-( ii) have been obtained by the 
author (cf. [ 5 ] ) , aor ihe queueing syst:nzs K, /I$, / 1, G/K, / 1: K,Tq /G/ 1, 
similar relations have been obtained in [ 81 and [ 341 . Iglehart generalized 
ca”se:j PA (ij-(vj and 2(iii) to the GI/G/l system. Actually he proved in- 
stead llsf %(iii) the stronger functional imit theorem (see the end of sec- 
tion 7). 
(2) T5e relations 
present only known 
author (cf. [79), are at 
conjectures that they are also valid for t 
References 1 l-31 
(3) Relations of the type ablove have also been derived for the virtu.al 
waiting timz process (v,, s E [ 0, +J (cf. [ 5, 8, 16, 341). For the ql:eue 
length process {x,,, t E [ 0, =)‘J, the situation is different. For this 13 :*o- 
cess, results analogous tc9 Case I A. are known for the M/G/ 1 and G,lW 1 
systems with the exception of Cases 1 A(ii)-(iv), w ere the limits. if.: nc..t 
exist, :but tight upper bou,nds are available for limsup and liminf* Vae rz- 
lations anal,ogous to 1 B (i)-(iii) for the M/G/ 1 x,-process have bee,n 
proved in [‘7] , and those analogous to 2(ii)--(iii) and 3(i) for the 
GI/G/ 1 x,-,process appear in Iglehart [ 161. 
(4) It is noted that if JA < 1 and 1 --B(t) cy b(t//3Jk for t + 00, k: >b 1, 
then t z = rnax 1% m : 1 5 ry2 5 n} (T, being the service time of the nrth 
arriving customer) has the same extreme va.luc distribution as w;t; wit5 
the same norming constants (cf. Case 1 B(iii)) 
(5) Finally, we mention as an open problem the heavy traffic ap- 
proximation of the relations in Cases l A, B, that is, the study of these 
relatilons fsr a t 1. 
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